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Description

Teach in Dubai | Teach in the UAE | Teaching Jobs abroad  Are you a well-trained

and outstanding teacher who is looking for an Amazing teaching opportunity abroad? Do you

have dreams of working in safe and secure environments with a healthy TAX-FREE

Economy, making new friends in a culturally diversified environment with beautiful sceneries

and breathtaking world-class attractions? If this sounds like you then search no more as this

might be the perfect opportunity for you. Being one of the SAFEST places on the planet the

UAE is, without doubt, one of the fastest developing countries on the entire globe. Not only is

the country graced with a gorgeous all-year-round climate, wonderful tax-free salaries, and

endless opportunities for career development, it also has the capacity offer an amazingly

unique and high standard of living. The country itself is small in size, blessed with incredibly

modern transportation links and infrastructure, allowing residents to visit, and feel the

wonderful attractions that this amazing country has to offer. So, whether it is spending your

afternoon experiencing some of Dubai’s first-class malls, restaurants, and sporting events,

spending weekends enjoying the state-of-the-art hotel and leisure facilities in the beautiful

state of Ras Al Khaimah, or taking in the unique and traditional ambiance of the country’s

capital city, Abu Dhabi. It’s quite simple, the UAE has something for all! Not only will

teachers be provided with the opportunity to earn an incredibly competitive TAX-FREE salary,

inclusive of state-of-the-art accommodation, extensive opportunities for professional

development, but this opportunity also offers a uniquely high standard of lifestyle, making it

easy to understand why other highly skilled professionals from all works of life are taking
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their incredible skillsets to the UAE. So, what could you possibly be waiting for? HURRY

UP to APPLY NOW !!! CHANCES ARE LIMITED !! Subject Areas:

Maths 

Science 

English 

Primary 

Early Years

The Ideal Candidate 

I need a well-trained, happy, and vibrant teacher with a strong passion for helping students with

all aspects of their daily life and creating a positive, safe, and stimulating learning

environment for the students

Excellent communication skills ( MUST be fluent in Engish ) 

Tech-savvy, up to date with modern technology in an academic milieu

Skilled teacher with an in-depth knowledge of the subject core

Committed to developing and inspiring every pupil, to believe that they can and will

succeed

Passionate about providing enriched learning opportunities for children in and out of the

classroom.

The School 

Our client is a well seasoned top-rated school in the Emirates that operates under the

mandate of the Ministry of Presidential Affairs, Sound Education has always been the

foundational base of every child's success, with this in mind our client is undoubtedly one of

the best educational institutions in the region that ensures every child's success and

preparing future leaders through innovation in education and treasuring of cultural heritage

ensuring our curriculum and teaching methods are consistent with contemporary research

on the best and most appropriate strategies for effective learning and for the personal

development of students.



My client focuses on curricula from the United Arab Emirates Ministry of Education program

for Arabic, Islamic, and UAE Social Studies along with the American Common Core

Standards in English, Math, and Science. This curriculum is delivered through the

International Baccalaureate Organization framework for the Primary Years Programme

(PYP), Middle Years Programme (MYP), and Diploma Years Programme (DP). 

Requirements To Apply

A bachelor's degree in a related subject from an accredited university 

A valid state teaching license 

A minimum of 3 years of teaching experience

Qualified from a recognized university

EXCELLENT command of written and spoken English

Up to date with modern pedagogy

Experience of the USA Common Core is highly beneficial

Able to adapt to the teaching culture in the United Arab Emirates

Must have the experience to teach online if needed

COVID vaccinated (preferred) 

MUST provide educational references and should have an update to a date police check 

Salary Package and other benefits 

TAX-FREE salary up to 14,000 AED per month

FREE single 1 bedroom about 7 minutes drive from the school which is fully furnished 

FREE utility allowance of 500 AED

FREE medical insurance

FREE Emirates visa and residency cover

FREE annual flights



Gratuity bonus as per UAE labor law

CPD training provided

Candidates are entitled to all national/public holidays 

A 2-year contract which is renewable based on mutual agreement 

The school has state-of-the-art facilities and uses technology to enhance students

learning. As a teacher joining this school you will also be required to teach online and

so teachers must be Tech Savvy and ideally have experience of using MS Teams, MS

Office Suite, and Interactive whiteboards. Candidate meeting the above requirements

should contact Jack now or send a jw@seekteachers.com

Apply Now
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